up a bank into a pond on the sixth . . . Mangrum didn’t get one of 4 putts inside 8 ft. that could have given him a score on a testing 6,615 yd. course that would stand up a long time in the record books.

Westwood’s course was in superb condition . . . Supt. Al Linkogel and the club’s widely-known former green chmn., had been striving since late winter to have everything perfect for tournament play and they succeeded . . . Leo retired as green chmn. several years ago after nursing the course along for most of the 25 years or more it’s been in its present location . . . Bauman and Linkogel are one of the great chmn.-supt. teams of the country . . . Leo was called back to work for the Western Open . . . One thing they did that helped make the course perfect for expert play was mow the fairways shorter than they would have for member traffic. They’re
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